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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional neutron diffusion calcula-
tions are routinely performed in support of various
NRC-sponsored reactor fuel testing programs con-
ducted in the Power Burst Facility test reactor
at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory.
The calculations are done with the PDQ-7-II
program. ENDF/B Version IV data provide the basic
cross section information used to generate few-
group neutron diffusion theory constants used in
the calculations. Reactor operating data have
been employed to validate the three dimensional
PBF diffusion theory model. Results obtained to
date show that criticality is quite accurately
predicted at various steady-state power levels.
In addition, for one reactor configuration considered
measured axial power distributions at three different
radial locations compare well with the predicted
distributions.

INTRODUCTION

The Power Burst Facility (PBF), operated by EG&G for the U.S.
Department of Energy, is a flexible nuclear test reactor located at
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The PBF reactor
consists of a driver core surrounding a central experiment space, as
shown in Figure 1. The core and test space are enclosed in a water-
filled vessel approximately 4.57 m (15 ft) in diameter and 8.84 m
(29 ft) deep. Active core height, is 0.9144 m (3 ft). The PBF can
operate in either a transient or steady-state mode, driving nuclear
fuel elements located in the central space to destructive power den-
sities without damaging the driver core. Reactivity is controlled by
eight movable control rods and four movable transient rods, inter-
spersed among the cylindrical fuel rods. Core cooling and neutron
moderation are provided by demineralized water circulated through and
around the core. Drives that position and move the control rods and
transient rods are mounted on a control bridge above the reactor vessel.
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Stainless-steel neutron reflector rods are placed in a ring around the
fueled annulus of the core to reflect fast and epithermal neutrons back
into the core and to ahsorb thermal neutrons, helping to shift the radial
flux peak toward the experiment space. Other stainless-steel rods re-
place fuel rods at selected locations in the core to provide reactivity
shimming and power shaping. External to the steel reflector rods,
aluminim filler rods occupy the remaining spaces in the outer cannisters
and assist coolant flow balance within these cannisters. The fuel,
reflector, shim and filler rods have similar external dimensions and
can be interchanged within the cannisters for variations in core loading.
The PBF fuel rods, shown in Figure 2 are large and tightly-packed, with
a moderator to non-moderator ratio of about 0.3 for the infinite lattice.
The fuel pellets are composed of 30.6 wt% UO2, 61.8 wt% ZrO2 and
7.6 wt% CaO. The zirconium oxide insulator located inside the cladding
acts to prevent DNB subsequent to large power transients. The low
water-to-metal ratio and rod characteristics make the lattice unique.
Additional detailed information concerning the PBF design may be
obtained from References 1 & 2.

Tests are presently being conducted in the PBF to provide experi-
mental data for validation and improvement, as required, of computer
codes used during the commercial nuclear power plant licensing process
to predict nuclear fuel performance during normal and postulated off-
normal reactor operating conditions. Three-dimensional four-group
neutron diffusion theory calculations with supporting Monte Carlo and
multigroup S n transport theory calculations are generally performed
prior to each test conducted in the PBF. Such calculations are re-
quired as part of the design of test assemblies installed in the
experiment space, for pre-test experiment performance predictions, and
to ensure that each test is conducted safely. This paper concentrates
on the development and use of the three-dimensional, four-group neutron
diffusion theory model of the PBF employed in these analysis efforts.
Particular attention is given to the calculation of spatial power
distributions in the PBF core and to the prediction of criticality at
various steady-state power levels. Measured reactor operating data
are presented and compared to the corresponding computed results for
the PBF in order to help evaluate the accuracy of the model.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PBF DIFFUSION THEORY MODEL

The reactor is modeled in three dimensions (rectangular geometry)
with the PDQ-7-Il(3) program, presently operating on the INEL CDC
CYBER/76 computer system. Four-group diffusion theory constants for
the various materials composing the reactor are generated from
ENDF/B(4) croso-section data, primarily Version IV. In the interest of
computational economy, spatial flux synthesis methods are employed in
the model to construct the 3-D fluxes. This section gives a short
description of various aspects of the computational model.



Diffusion Theory Reactor Constants

Four-group temperature-dependent constants for the homogenized
core fuel lattice are generated with the locally-developed code SCRABL.
SCRABL is not documented for outside use, but is a combination of the
SCAMP* S n transport code and RABBLE«>), a program for generating
resonance~averaged multigroup cross section data appropriate to multi-
region reactor cells. A 90-group problem-lndependsnt SCRABL micro-
scopic neutron cross-section library covering the neutron energy range
from 0 to 10 MeV is first generated from the basic ENDF/B data using
the codes ETOP(7), P H R O G C 8 ? , FLANGE II<9) and INCITE^10'. Multigroup
data are Included en the library for all Isotopes present in the PBF
fuel and non-fuel regions. The cross-section data for 2 3 5U, 238U,
ltf9Sm and all zirconium isotopes are then updated in the appropriate
energy groups with resonance-shielded data generated by RABBLE for the
PBF equivalent cylindrical fuel cell. This is the first step in the
SCRABL code and is repeated for several fuel temperatures covering the
PBF design range. The updated cross-section libraries are then input
to the SCAMP segment of SCRABL where 90-group S5 equivalent cylindrical
fuel cell flux calculations are performed for each fuel temperature.
Neutron leakage is accounted for in these calculations by appropriate
group-dependent buckling terms input to SCRABL. The cross-section data
for the isotopes present in the fueled regions of the reactor, includ-
ing fission product poisons, are then flux-volume weighted over space
and energy using the computed multigroup fuel cell neutron fluxes as
weighting functions. For each fuel temperature, this procedure yields
four-group macroscopic fuel cell constants and four-group microscopic
data for the various individual fuel isotopes, suitable for use in the
diffusion theory model. Similar calculations are also done to obtain
four-group constants for the axial regions of the fueled core that
contain aluminum fuel pin spacer grids.

Constants for all other non-fuel regions of the PBF are obtained
in a different manner. A 32-group SCAMP cross-section library for the
various materials in the reactor, including the homogenized fuel cell
material is constructed by weighting the appropriate 90-group cross-
section data on the SCRABL libraries over the SCRABL-computed 90-group
fuel cell fluxes. Thirty-two-group SCAMP one-dimensional radial cal-
culations for the entire reactor are then run and four-group constants
for all non-fuel regions other than the control rod and transient rod
poison sections are obtained by flux-volume weighting the 32-group
SCAMP data for each material over the computed 32-group neutron spectrum
appropriate to the corresponding region.

In order to adequately represent the strongly-absorbing control and
transient rod poison sections in the diffusion theory model a method is

*SG*MP is sot documented-for--outside use* In cylindrical geometry it is a
multigroup version of the one-dimensional particle transport code ^ )



employed to determine effective four-group diffusion theory rod constants
that force agreement between diffusion and transport theory solutions
for the neutron absorption rate in the rod poison regions. The method
is based on four-group diffusion theory and 32-group S6 transport theory
calculations that represent control and transient rods and their
surroundings, including portions of the fueled lattice. The four-group
absorption cross-sections for the control rod and transient rid poison
sections are adjusted until agreement is obtained on the total absorp-
tion rate and on the group fractions of neutron absorption in the
poison sections. This method has been found to produce effective
diffusion theory rod poison constants that, when used in the four-group
reactor model, give a computed integral control rod worth that is within
about five percent of experimentally obtained data(l).

Diffusion theory constants for fuel elements located within the
experiment space are obtained by a variety of methods that generally
involve forcing agreement en the test fuel fission rate obtained from
Monte Carlo, transport theory and diffusion theory calculations for a
particular test assembly under consideration. Since the calculated
results reported here primarily involve core analyses where no test
assembly is present (water-filled experiment space), the generation of
diffusion theory constants for the test fuel elements will not be
further discussed.

Flux Synthesis Model of the PBF

The three-dimensional model of the core is based on PDQ-7-II flux
synthesis techniques(U»12). Taking advantage of symmetry, one quarter
of the core is represented in rectangular geometry with a 69 x 69 X-Y
mesh interval structure. Forty-seven axial planes are employed. Ex-
tensive efforts have been made to identify suitable methods of genera-
ting synthesis trial functions and to determine which axial locations
in the core would best serve as trial function zone boundaries. Cal-
culated results from corresponding flux synthesis and direct three-
dimensional finite difference reactor problems have been compared on
several occasions. Computed reactor eigenvalues agree quite w e l l ^ .
Agreement between computed spatial power distributions has also gener-
ally been quite acceptable except in axial regions near the upper and
lower reflectors where discrepancies of 10-15% have been observed.
Generation of suitable trial functions for these regions has been a
continuing challenge.

A comparison between flux synthesis and direct three-dimensional
results for the axial relative power density in one particular PBF
fuel pin, denoted as Pin B in Figure 1, is presented in Figure 3. This
particular pin was selected since a measured power distribution for it
is also available, as will be discussed below.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN CALCULATED AND MEASURED REACTOR PARAMETERS

Validation of the PBF 3-D diffusion theory model has been accom-
plished by analysis of actual experimental PBF critical configurations
at zero power and at three elevated powers. Calculations for the
elevated powers account for properly distributed core fuel temperatures,
generated automatically by internal iteration between thermal-hydraulic
and neutronics calculations. Criticality was quite accurately predicted
in all four cases, as shown in Table I.

Table 1. Computed Eigenvalues for Various Critical
Configurations of the Power Burst Facility

(3)
Reactor Power (MW) Eigenvalue

l.OOO6(15

.9968(2)

0

15.

16.

27.

5

65

1 1 . 0 0 3 9 ( 1 )

NOTES: (1)TT - . . n , .
Water-rilled experiment space.

(2)
Single PBF-type fuel pin in experiment
space, surrounded by water

(3)
v 'Transient Rods Fully Withdrawn in all

cases

Through use of the HARMONY(13) depletion routines in PDQ, the eigen-
value calculations for the third and fourth cases in Table I (16.65 MW
and 27*1 MW) account for space-dependent xeno2 and samarium buildup in
the reactor between the time of startup and the time that the critical
control rod position was actually recorded. No appreciable concentra-
tions of xenon, and samarium were present for the zero power and the
15.5 MW cases.

Because the fuel is diluted to obtain the desired Doppler
reactivity feedback for operation of the system in the transient mode,
the PBF fuel lattice has a higher hydrogen/238U ratio than has been
the case for other thermal fuel lattices subjected to analysis with ENDF/B
Version IV data at the INEL^1*). In these previous cases criticality
was generally underpredicted by about 1%, a discrepancy that has been
traced to the overprediction of epithermal capture in 2 3 8U associated
with Version IV data. For PBF, however, fuel dilution decreases the
relative importance of capture in 2 3 8U, thus helping to bring the cri-
ticality calculations into better agreement with experiment.



During the 15.5 MW run of the reactor the axial core power distri-
bution was measured(15) at the three radial locations denoted A, B, and
C in Figure 1. Cobalt flux wires running the axial length ;of the core
at these three locations and post-test radlochemical analysis of the
fuel rods nearest each of the wires provided consistent axial power
distribution measurements at each location. Figure 4 shows':the computed
axial power distributions at the three radial locations and ;the corres-
ponding experimental data from the flux wires. The magnitude and loca-
of the axial power peaks are well-predicted although the calculated
curves appear to be shifted a few centimeters to the left of'-the ex-
perimental data at most axial points, especially for locations A and C.
No systematic error in the experimental data has been found to explain
this. At least part of the discrepancy may be attributed to Ithe synthe-
sis approximation used in the calculational model. As seen ±\i Figure 3,
the axial power distribution computed at location B appears similarly
shifted to the left of the corresponding curve computed with direct
finite difference methods. Unfortunately* the computed data shown in
Figure 3 are for a different reactor configuration than that for which
the measured power distribution data are available so that further
comparisons could not be made. However, this partial explanation of
the observed disagreement between calculated and measured powelr profiles
remains highly plausible. \

\

CONCLUSIONS

The procedures descr ibed here have provided an a c c u r a t e , f l ex ib le
and cost-effective technique for reactor physics calculations conducted
in support of various on-going test programs conducted at the Power
Burst Facility. Many of these analysis methods are also being applied
to the LOFT integral test facility at the INEL although few experimental
data are yet available for verification of the various calculated! reactor
parameters. !
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